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CHA.Pl'ER I

INTRODUCTION
Thie paper is a report of an attempt by one school district
in the State ot Illinois to offer an 1.Jnproved prograJn to its

students during the 1970-1971 soho�l yeax.

The report is

concerned with three experimental programs in reading, team
teaching, and creativity.

The three programs were planned and

partially funded with help from the Illinois Departlllent of Prograa
DeveloIJllent for Gifted Children.

Moat help in the organization and

implementation of the program was given by the Area Service and
Demonstration Center for Educators of Gifted Children which is
looated in Marion, Illinois.

In 1965 the school district participated in a gifted workshop
for one year.

This program was geared to the needs of the staff.

A total of sixteen hours was spent in small groupe discussing the
Jl9&l18

ot identifYing gifted children, the characteristics and

behavior ot gifted children, and ways of teaching the gifted child.

Every faculty meaber was given released
'

program along with opportunity to

time to partici�te in this

visit a demonstration center.

The

workshop lasted appro.xiaa.tely twelve weeks.
During the 1969-1970 school year the school district participated
in

a

project of inBervice training for the teaching staff.

A total

of twenty-eight teachers attended seven inservice meetings which
were conducted by the Illinois Office ot the Superintendent of

1

2

fublic II1.8truction.

Along with thege sessions the start

wu

involTed in some local worlcshops conducted by consultant� from the
Marion Area Service and Demonstration Center.
These meeting� were held to acquaint the teaching staff with
progr811111 for talented students.

During the year a committee was formed

to develop a progrBJn for the 1970-71 school yea:r.
sUllller

The following

the author, who was also the program director, lllld one committee

member at-tended a wo rksh op

!or

held in Marion, Illinois.

This workshop was sponsored by the Area

t.eachers of gifted children which

was

SerTi.ce Center in cooperation with Southern Illinois UniTersity.

In

this workshop plans for the district's gifted program were finalized.
It was the author's responsibility to prepare and submit a
program to the Office of the Superintendent of Public lnBtruction
Department of ProgrBJll De-velo?ftent for Gi:ted Children :or the 1970-71
school year.

The preapproval application (see Appendix.) wais

prepared during the previously mentioned summer workshop at Marion.
This project was a part of the preapproval application submitted in
August and apprOTed in October 1970.
The preapproval application includes the program objectives,
identification criteria, and program description as they were
submitted to the Department of Program Develoi:ment for Gifted
·Children.

There

The first to

be

are

three

projecte

involTed with the

program.

conBidered is the Art Creativity Project for which

J11Uch credit must be giTen to the district art teacher, Margo Keller,
in the develo}:.lftent and carrying out of the program.
attended the

summer

Mrs. Keller also

workf i!op and was selec'ted by the directors of the

Marion Area Service Center as one of their consultants during the
1970-71 school year.

This program involved 240 students in grades seven

3

and eight and

120

Its purpos e was to i ncrease the

sixth grade students.

creative ability of students in tnese grade levels.

Jt was decided that

for this project crF�ttti ve aoil:1. ty meant the ability of the stude nt to use
various media an<i materi;, i e in ti .e dev,, lo rmvmt of a new or a un:tqu"l
product.
At the beginning of the school year,

each stua�nt was

tested to find if he had any c reative abilities.

Students were

then exposed to var·ious activities which encouraged creativity on the
part of the student.

Finally

students were evaluated by the type

and number of finished products developed during the term.

The second project was the Indivinualized Reading Program
which was initiated in two of the district's four fourth �ade rooma.
The two rooms selected for the project were both in the McEndree
school bu i ldi ng ,

( t.he

while the two con tro l groupe

other two fourth

grade cla ss es) were in the district's other two elementary buildinP'!'!.
Students in the control group pursued the usual tP.xtbook approach to
reading w1th the Mac��llan readin� proi·ram.

Students in the test group

used the MacMillan book one-third of the year,

the Science Research

Associates individualized r�ading program one-third of the year

and the Scholastic Book Companies' indiTidualized reading program
one-third of the year.
Finally t he Team Teaching Project also was loca te d in the
McEndree school building and the control groups were in the
Washington and Seminary school buildings.
done in the area of social science for
each day.

a

The team teaching was
forty-fiTe minnte period

There were approximately fifty sixth grade students and t.vo

teachers involved in the test group.

Students were given the

4

opportunity to develop their own proj ec ts and inv8stigations a.e
well as those found in the Harcourt Brace .Jovanovich social science
textbook The Social S..;iences, 1:oncepts and Values.

had large and small grou:i

:

Tnese students

':lstruction and were sometimes grouped

according to ability.
The control group was composed of two sixth �r•de classes
and two teachers each in a separate school �ilding

.

'I'herefore,

the y did not have the chance t o experience the variety of activities

th at were carried on in the te8.Jl'l

tea ch ing

These programs were benef ieial to

situation.

the school district in that

they c reated an interest and attP.Mpts we r e made to
educational program.

improve

th e district's

Teachers and students experienced s ituatio ns which

challenged them to search for new and better ways of teaching and/or
learning.

They offered rewardir.g

been possibl e had the changes not

exJ)f-· riP-nces
been made

which would not have

in the c urriculum.

CHAPI'� II

''.'EE ART CRSATIVITY IBOGRAM
A

Description of the Art Creativity Pro'P'am

The purpose of this program '!has to show art s t11dE nts that
creativity

can

be used

in all situations as well as

art.

By

updating and i1nproving the art program to satisfy the interests
or a changing society, it was fP.lt that the implementation of a
program encouraging creativity would have more meaning for the
student in today's curricula.
It was felt that this program would call more attention to
tne importance of art classes so that other teachers, students,
parents, and administrators would be

more

aware of the creative

procedures and also be able to recognize progress made by the
The program encouraged an

students who used the procedures.

awarene�s that students with little academic talent can exhibit
creative abilities, and offered all students an opportunity t o
I'

excell i n creative thinking.
Because of the implementation of the creativity program, it
was felt that there would be a greater interest on the nart of the

student, less boredom, and better discipline.

The creativity progr8Jl'l

would make art classes more meaningful and up-to-date by encouraging
the independent progress o! students.
The following lists of objectives were used during the school year
in carrying out this program..

5
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PrograJTt Objectives

1.

Classroom teachers will visit the art roOll at least twice a

year.
a.

To show

an

i·it... . re.st by watching and helping t�e art teacher

evaluate the child's progress in art.
b.

To see crea LvP. ""roce.iures that might be ue""d in other
subject arr->as.

c.

To help teachers grow professionAlly and become aware

·.

of advantages of creative procedures.

2.

Students will have gained in qualities of creativity (flexi
bility,

originality, elaboration, fluency), by increasing the

rrumber of creative responses to more than seventy-five percent of the questions on a post-course creative test as compared
to the pre-teet.
).

·

Valuee of art and creative thinking will be realized by the adminis
tration who will provide materials and aids needed to continue
the program.

4.

A gain in creative thinking will be shown by a direct appli
cation of creatiTe qualities.
A student's art work from the

begirming of the term will be compared to his products at

the end of the term to see i! he has gained crP.ati ve growth.

5.

6.

Creative talents will be developed in all studPnts whether or not
they are academically talented.
This wi l l be done by comparing their
finished product and pP.rformancc on a creativity test.
The second year of the program will be organized by the
results and evaluations of the first year's pro7ram.

7.

Skills of handling art media and materials will be improved
eo that the skills will show improvement comparable to the
characteristics expected of the age group involved in the program.

8.

9.

Freedom involved in creative thinking should help to eliminate
indoctrinary techniques which force most students to do their
classwork.
A variety of end-pr:>ducts will show that the students
had the freedom to go in. arry direction.
Emphasis will be on experiencing an activity not

on

the product.

Exposure to various media or problems cal�s for creative thinking to
find a solution; the evaluation of t he finished product con
centrates on the process or Means rather than the Ends.
Student Objectives

1.

Students will be encouraged to develop unique ideas so
that responses to a post-creative test will show a positive gain
in their creative measurement.
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2.

Originality and self-expression will show in the student's art
work by being different from anyone else's art solution.
The evaluation will be based on the amount of uniqueness.

J.

By discussing or

4.

Students
shown by
parts in
than the

.-r�tin� down the studP.nt's ideas, the
class will gain c,mfidence that "oddball" or dif �'e�·ent ideas
will help develO).; 1:reati ve thinking and will be acceptable to
the teacher and nis peers as indicatPd by their responses such
as laughter, smiles, ur "How about that�"

will become aware of qualities of elabora tJ.\m as
their actions of puttin� more details or �e�criptive
their work.
Their products wi 11 inc] nd� more details
products that th�y made beforF the two we�k unit
.

5.

The students .,.:j L. know thst the art curriculum is flPxible
for creative a�tivity with the available art materials and
the teacher's suprrvision.

6.

Students will display a wiliingness to invent a product.
Evalua
tion of the product will be based on the kind of materials and
how many different materials the students have tried to use. l

In the art program special attention was given to gifted
students when creative activities were us�d to mctiTate interest
and build

a

basis for individualized projects.

Results from

creative tests and exercises indicated the student's ability for
cognitive, artistic, or creative expressions.

The students' choice of

projects was guided by their personal interest,

and teacher suggestions

were directed at creatiTe, artistic, or academic projects depending
upon the student's ability.
An independent study of. art projects was encoura�ed in the
sixth grades to allow students to work on di.!ferent ability levels.
Students could choose projects from a list of media or provide
materiale to create their

own

project ideas.

Their interest

dictated their choice.
The student and the teacher evaluated the completed projects and
assigned

a

numbe1· of points for its value.

After reaching seventy-

five points, students were awarded a free period to be spent work-

8

ing on any subject or project approved by the room teac her and the
art teacher.

A successful co111 pletion or the free period project

was evaluated and

a�

·�ii;;ned points to be applied toward the next free

period point accU111Ulation.

Students were able to work at a rate that fit

their ability, their attitude, and their choice of projects.

Slower

or less interested students could observe the better students and
There was no cOMPf>tition between

were motivated to achieve points.
students

for points,

because

all were worki.ng for the free perio d,
.

which seemed more important than competition.

students were given the opportunity t o

w ork

The f aeter or gi!t.ed

on as long and as Jll&lV'

projects as would interest them.
Seventh and eighth grade students who were involved in this
program were given tests of creativity based on the Torrence Creative Tests
which measured the student's levels of creatiTity at different times

of the year.

After a pre-test on creativity, students completed

exercises which were meant to develop the various qualities of cr�ativity
that the students appeared to have.

When the students completed their

projects, a post-creative test was administered.

The students then

participated in a teacher-student evaluation of their creative activities,
and the progress that the student had :made during the year was pl otte d.

The program was correlated with other subject areas.

Students

applied

what they had learned in

c l asses

when they tried to create solutions to creatiTe activities.

To increase creative qualities

of

their history, music, civics,

all groups,

used along with regular art activities.

crea ti v e

and

English

exercises were

These were arranged in an

open-end ed situation to give students a divergent opportunity to
choose, discriminate, examine, and explore different areas in co�tructing
an end-product that was the result o! their

own

ideas and permitted

9

them to assert their creative independence.

Conclusions and ETaluations of the .Art CreatiTity Progr&Jft
Beeause of the usual decline or creatiTe thinking at these grade
levels, the creative or divergent art leeaons were concentrated on the
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades.
creative

To help the gifted aoility or

thinking survive and to giYe this type of creatively talented

student a chance to be recognized, students were directed tovard creative
slcills.

Attention was given to students who created "different" ideas

or an original product, while those with ordinary ideas or product.a
usually receiyed little attention.
produce

Students were encouraged to

other products with creative characteristics or !lueney,

elaboration, sensitivity, and flexibilitJ.
! teat of creativity was given to measure students' oontidence to

SM

if they could give answers to questions which they had neYe r been told
the

answer.

This wa s used to identify those creatively talented students

with independence, confidence, fantasy ability, and general creatiTeneea.

Con8idering artistic ability as a gifted talent, the teacher gave
reinforcement for the value of controlling the 11ed1a and producing a
good art work.

This student often did not have the most original

or eTen the best solution to an open-ended problem.

His product did

show his talent and deserved reinforcement for producing a sel!
erpreseion and for •eting the criteria of "good" standards.
Another

group of students with a talent was found in the etudente

who worked oontidentl,y and produced good produote by following specific
directions.

These were "acade.Jllicall.T' superior art students who were

11ore

secure in a structured lesson situation and didn't become bored troll following
a definite and regulated activity.

These students lacked the !lexibilitJ

10

For eX&JIPle, one sixth grade boy,

of the creative students.

academically

an A student in other subject areas, had little drawing ability and
lacked self-initiative for chooeing and begirming new projects.
given specific instructions,
excellent end-products.

When

he could do superior work and produce

This quali.ty of craftsmanship was a produ�t of

his ability to follow directions correctly.

Some students become

frustrated with this type of project because their products do not
turn out right or they are bored because there is no experimentation,
This type of lesson should be limited to these special students with the
cognitive skill of following directions.
This wide range of varying abilities (artistic, creative and
academic), provided the opportunity for more students to excel and he
superior in a special area.

Success provided a positive influence for

learning and gave better results than the negative threat of failure.
Successful students worked on new projects because of their own
motivation and confidence.
Students who expressed characteristics of either academic, art:stic,
or creative abilities were often lacking in one or both of the
other two abilities.

The artistically superior student was not the

most creative student, and the most creative student was not always the
academically superior student.

Sometimes the abilities were found

to be overlapping, but the top students in one characteristic might
be average or below in another.
It waa found that an academically superior student with average
control of artistic media and little crPative expression had been
considered an

A art student because of his capable performanee on

more complicated,

direction orientated projects.

However,

studente

11

with creative or artistic talent usually' found these projects uninterest
ing and boring.

Recognition of these three talented groups (academic,

creative, artistic) provided a broader range for the recognition and
development of talent by the art teacher.
Creative exercises used questions to actively involve students
in the motivation and the stimulation of ideas to make an end
product.

The art activities helped to measure the student's creative

or divergent thinking growth.

This active participation in motivation

increased the student's interest in general learning and not just in
the immediate lesson.

A

post-creative test was given to see if there was an increase of

creative qualities from the results of the first creative test which
was given at the beginning of the y�ar.

There did seem to be

a definite co�relation between the increase the student made on the
test and the student's classroom activities and his completed products
General evaluation of the student's participation was made h:r
the teacher's recognition of specific parts of t>ie product or act·vity
and not a judgement of them in comparison to set standards of
"goodness."

This helped to reinforce the student's confidence for

having a "successful" or acceptable product.
Guiding the students in each of these ability groups to specific
types of activities was important in helping them become successful
and gain confidence.

Building an attitude•toward divergent thinking,

evaluation according to the di�ferent types of ability or the direction
the student was working toward,

helped the teacher to understand the

individual student and his need for a specific type of reinforcement.
These divergent experiences led students to think of better or more
ideas and to develop other characteristics of creativeness.

12

s�
The A.rt Creativity PrograJfl did encourage students to use new
and creative ideas in their school work and in a non-school setting.
Some studente found tuat creative thi.nki.ng could be rewarding
well as satisfying.

a.a

Some teachers and par e ntB becaine more aware ot

the adv antag es and usefullness of students with creative talents.
It was found that all cre ative talents were not always present

in each talented student.

Some s�udenta were found to be more "gifted"

with one or two talents and at the same time laclcing in others.

For

example, one student might have exceptional qualit ie s in the areas ot
fanta.8y ability and general creativeness, and be lacking in the abilities ot
independence and confidence.

It was also found that artistic students were

not alway1!1 creative and creative students were not always artistic.
Aleo m&J\Y intellectually gifted student.a were t otally lacking in
either artistic or creative abilities.

Usually tbe creative student.

had leas concern !or pleasing the teacher and

a

greater concern !or

raalcing a working product.
This tqpe of progra.Jll seems to be beneficial to

who have talents which
districts.

Ma.iv'

are

many students

not being recognized by lTl8l\Y school

creatively- talented students are often discouraged

and even punished for using .their ability.

It is a responsibility of

the public schools to find w�s to teach these studentB 10 that

their abilities can be used for the child's benefit and
benefits that our society might gain troll them.

for

the

CHAPl'ER III

THE nrnrVIDUALIZED REA.DIIID PROORAM

A Description of the Individualized Reading Program
The individualized reading program was developed because some
teachers recognized that the traditional approach to reading which waa
being used was not meeting the needs of either the acadeinically talented
students or the slower students.

The plan which was dev�loped was for

two individualized reading programs to be used
fourth grade classes.

by two of the four

The two classee selected as the experimental

group were from the same building so that materials could
The programs used

be

shared.

by the experimental groups were the Science

Reading iasociates Reading Laboratory and the Scholastic Individual1�ed
Reading Program.

The

first two J110nths of school all four groups

used the Macmillan reading text

because

the individualized progra.JllS

and the Metropolitan Achievement test.a had not arrived.

by

However,

November all llB terials had arrived and the program began with

the administering of achievement test.s to all four groups.
.testing completed, the experimental

groupe

The

began using their new

programs, and the control classes went on with their work in the traditional
tsxt.

During the next three and a half months of the program, one class

used the S.R.A. program while the other clase u.eed the Scholastic program,
then the last three and

a half months or the program they traded materiale.

The S.R.A. program and the Scholastic program are si.llilar in that
they encourage individualization, that is to say they eJiPloy methods
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and aaterial.8 which permit students to read and stuey from variows

sources.at their

own

rate of speed.

There is a great difference

in the kind of materials used by the two programs.

First or all the

Scholastic program centers around the use or actual books which the
student reads, reports on, and does some type of follow up activity
in relation to the book.

The S.R.A. program does not uee any books in

its materials, but it has three basic sets of materials which are
developed so that students may use them individually.

One part of

the S.R.A. program is the "power builders" which are short stories with
questions which tend to increase the student81 ability to read !or meaning.
Another part of the program is the "rate builders" which are again short
stories which have questions to
three to five minutes.

answer,

but these have

a

time limit or

Finally there are the "listening skill builders"

which are stories read by the teacher, and each story has a set or
questions which the studente must answer.
I t was felt that one of these reading progrmns by itself would
not sufficiently cover t.he skills which need to be taught, and it
would be better if both were used.

lt was also known that to use one

program through the entire school year might eventually cause some of the
better students to become die couraged
textbook approach to reading.

u

thq had wi. th the traditional

Using the two programs with their varied

·approaches the students found their reading program challenging and
varied through the entire year.
A Comparison of the Individualized Reading and the Textbook
Centered Programs
A

coinparison of the pre and post scores made by the test group and

the control group show that the reading skills of the test group were
i.Jftproving at a rapid rate, and the reading skills of the control group
showed practically no i.Jftprovement.
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For the purpose of clarity, the control group will be referred to
8.8 group C and the test group &B group T.

Group C re!Prs to two clas•es

of fourth graders, � students, who were taught reading by the conYen
tional textbook approach.

Group T refers to two c:asses of fourth graders,

45 students, who were taught reading by attempting to individualize the
program b y using the Science Research Associates Reading Laborator:r,
Individualized Reading from Scholastic, and teacher-student selected
library books.

A Comparison of the IQ Scores of the Control and Test Groups
i comparison of the Lorge-Thorndike IQ scores of the two groups

shows that the two groups are very nearly the same, intellectually.
Table I shows that group T had an average IQ score of lo6 and group C
wu only two points lower with an average of 104.

Group T had thirteen

students who scored above 110, and group C had eleven students scoring
above 110.

l.30.

These scores in both groups ranged !'rOllll !Q's of 112 to

Groups C and T ooth had tvelTe studente who scored below 100.

Group C's range o! scores w&8 from 70 to 130, and group T's range was fros

72

to lJO.

Only two students in group C and only one student in group T

were below 80 on their IQ test.

Twenty-one of the

44 students

in

group C and 20 of the 45 students in Group T had IQ1a ranging from

101 to 111.

Therefore, it can be said that both groupe were very

close in ability before the

project

began.
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Table I

A Comparison of IQ Scores
Test Group

Control Group
loU

lo6

70-130

72-130

Studente

4L

45

Total Number of Students

11

13

21

20

Total Number of Students

10

11

Total Number of Students

2

1

Average I(..l
Range
Total

Nwnber or

with IQ•s
er
Total

112

or high-

Number ot

with IQ•s from

Students

101-111
I

with IQ1a from

100-80
80

with IQ 1 s below

Table

II

shows that eight of the thirteen students in Group T,

who scored above ll2, shoved an increase on their achievement tests,
while only three of the eleven group C etudentfl increaaed their scores
on the achievement tests.
with IQ1s ranging from

There were

110-111

12

students in the control group

On the

who Mde a gain on the test.

aaae test, 14 of their counterparts in the test group gained.
groupe there were five student.a with IQ• s belov
on the teat.

gain

45

Of the

44

20

made a

AB Table II further indicates, of the

students in the test group,

lost.

who made a gain

students in the control group,

hil e 19 lost ground.

w

100

In both

27

students gained,

and only

12

students

These comparieorus seem to indicate that there probably is more value

in the use of an individualized reading program for children than in a
total concentration on the regular textbook approach.
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Table II
A Coaparison of Achievement Gained or l..ost
Teet Group

Control Group
Total

Total
Students
Students with I(.) Is
above 112

Gained

Lost

Gained

Students

-

Lost

11

3

5

13

8

3

21

12

8

20

l4

4

Students with lQ•s
from 70 to 99

12

5

6

12

5

5

Total Students

44

20

19

45

27

12

Students with IQ1s
from

100

to

111

A Co11p&.rison of the Achievement Scores o! the Test and Control Groupe
Table III shows that group

T scored higher than group C by four Months

in November and increased their margin

by lftore

group T and group C were above grade levP.l
grade level
level

th�n a year in

in November.

May.

Both

Group T was abOTe

by .46 years or four and .6 months, and group C was ab°" grade

by .03 years or .3 of a month.

T was still above grade level, this
group C was below grade level

However,

by

time by .47

the post-test in May, group

years or

4.7

months, while

by .55 years or 5.5 months.

Canparing the gain made by the two groups there is no contest 88
to which is the better program.
scored an average of
to

4.35

4.33

As can be seen

years on their pre-test and

5.37

only

increased

years on the post-test, a gain of .� of a year or about

a month during a six month period of time.
scored

by Table III, group C

4.76

.At the same time,

.2

of

group T

years on their pre-test and increased their average score to

years which was a gain of

month period of time.

.61

years or about

6. 1

months over a six

These figures show that group T did improve at a

much greater rate than did group c.
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Table III
Pre-Test Scores, Post-Test Scores,

Pre-Test Score

Post-Test Scor•

c

4.33

L.35

T

4. 76

5.37

.61

Expected
Grade Level

4.3

4.9

•

�NoTemberl

Group

An

DU!erences

(��

+

. 02

60

examination of the test scoree as shown in Table rv

reveals that

57% ot

the students in group T were at or above their

expected grade level in November.

5o%

and Change in Reading Performance in Yea.re

By the last test in May, group T now had

of its studente at or above grade level.

This finding seems to indicate

that even though there tended to be a decline in the actual number of studente
who were achieTing at or above grade lnel the group experiencing the
individualized approaches to readi.ng wae achieving at a high rate.
Table IV also shows that on ly

43%

of the stud�nts in grou� C

were achieving at or aboTe their expected grade level of
By the test in May only

J8%

4.)

in NOTelllber.

of the students were now achieving at or

above their expected grade level, which meal'l.8 that

62%

o! this group

were now achieving below their expected grade level.

Table IV
Percent of Students at or Above Grade Level

Group

Percent at or above

Grade LeTel

IA:>as

(NOY.)

(Mai)

T

51%

5o%

7%

c

43%

38%

5%
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The merits of the individualised approach can better be eeen b1'
looking at those students who showed a gain or loss on the testa.
Table V indicates that in group T,

62%

ot the student� made a gain ot

The greatest gain shown was

at least one month.
Only

27%

only

.6 years or 6 rnontha.

2 yeare and 8 montM.

from this group showed a loss, and the greatest loes was

Only

45%

The remaining

11% showed no gain or loss.

of group C students gained at least one month, and the

greatest gain 8.1\Y of these students made was one year seven months.
At the same time
and

12%

45%

of the students showed a gain,

43%

showed a loas,

remained the same.

Table V
Percent of Students Who Made a Gain or Lose

Group

Gain

on

Their AchiP.Tement Teste

No Gain or loss

-

T

62%

27%

11%

c

45%

43%

12%
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Sunwiry
The individualized reading approach eee11ed to encourage
improvement for student.a in the low and average reading groups
well

ae

the high reading group.

u

At the eame time, students in the

control group using the traditional textbook approach scored better

if th91 were in the average or middle of the clase than did students at
either end.

Even though the students in the individualised program scored

higher as a group on the pre-test,_ the fact remain.8 that both groups
had very similar IQ scores and of the two groups,

only the classes

in the individualized program showed an expected increae@ of at leaat
six months.
The comparisons of these scores found that:
students in the test group with high (above

110)

(a) More of the

IQ

sco�s improved

their reading ability than did etudente with siml.lar IQ scores who
were in the control group.
te8t group was making a
gain of les• th.an

.2

6.1

(b) Over a six month period of time, the
months' gain while the control group had a

of a month.

increasing their scores, only

45%

(o) While

62�

of the test group

were

ot the control group inc�ased their

(d) At the same tine that only

38%

ot the students in group C

were achieving at or above grade level,

5o%

of group T students were

scoree.

at or above grade level.
Therefore, it can be said that the individualized approach to
reading did seem to be a better method o! teaching reading than
the more traditional textbook centered approach.

There

are

rnan,y

reasons w}V one group may have done better than another, but an OTer
all observation or the results of the testing ten� to indicate an
:iJnproved reading program might be obtained by more individualized
reading.

CHAPI'ER IV

THI!: TEAM TEAQUNG FROORAM

A Description of the Team Teaching Program
Schools have their place in society as an institution organized

and developed for the specific purpose of training the child for his
place in that society.

In order to function properly the child should

enjoy school and his school should be a place where he can develop the
skills needed to live a happy useful life in his society.

For these

reasons it is good for teachers to work cooperativeJ.7 so that the child
will gain the skills and abilities he will need to cope with the
problem he -.ist encounter in his lifetime.

It was felt that a progre

ot team teaching would aid in thil develoJ:91ent or the child.
The program was to offer a "pooling" ot resources, knowledge,

and skills on the part of the teachers.

Teachers working and planning

together will encourage success in the program, in the child,
teachers, in parents, and the school.

Therefore,

in !ellow

a greater sharing

of ideu, more group planning, and a better use or ti.lie was expected
to result from the program.

This prograJn was developed to perJl:i.t teachers

to give more attention to individuals, thus allowing for a J'lll.Ch greater
develo�t ot each student.

There was to

be 110re grouping of

individual.a so that those with talents .might share their abilities as
well as develop these talents to their fullest.

It was to be

possible for the teachers to spend more time with students working
individually,

in small groups,

and large groups.
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There waa not
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to be the need to spend all of the claae period lecturing, reading,
and working in dull workbooks or " copy" books.

The student was to

have more of an opportunity to explore new ideas, research, and develop
new skills and technique s .
Finally it might be said that this program was to offer an
improvement of the curriculum by developing better planning, encouraging
new ideas, and fostering more individualized work which would allow
the talented child to progress at a more rapid rate than previously had
been permitted.

It was thought that the child would develop a �reater

interest in his work through the encouragement of success and the
develoi:inent of a feeling of security in his abilities and relationship
with others.

If these things happened, it was thoup.ht that the program

llight develop better attendance on the part of the child and greater
cooperation by the parents which would eventually

l,. ad to

the success

of the child in school and out.

This program directly involved two tea chers ot sixth grade students
at Mc&ndree School.
social science text.

They used the nev Harcourt,

Brace am Javonirtoh

Student.a were grouped according to ability and

were sometimes permitted to work independently.

They worked first on

textbook material, then they were permitted to do independent investigations
and proj ects which pertaine� to their unit of stud;r.

At the conclusion of

· each unit of study, the teachers evaluated the progress of the student
and the merits of the program.

Necessary changes were made throughout

the year.
Following i• a list or six long range objecti?es which were
turned in to the Office o! the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

1.

Within one school year 95% of the students in the sixth grade
team teaching progrcm should show an i n crease or eight months or
more

on a

standardized social . studies test.

These students should

2)

also correctly answer forty of the titty questions on a multiple
choice test made by the teachers. The test would cover the following
five major concepts : A. . Anthropology B . Sociology C. Geograpey
D.
Economics E. Political Science
2.

At the conclusion of the school year the student should have
demonstrated his ability to select a topic related to the five
concepts presented in objectiTes number one and research that
topic so that he can present a.n oral report to the class without
the aid of notes and answer 75% of the questions that students aak
him about his report.

3.

The student will be asked to deaonstrate the fact that he can
think critically by aslcing questions related to the concepts
presented, by answering questions which call for h\Ypothetical
answers, and by writing a crit�que of the reports and projecte
presented by his peers.

4.

The learner will develop the ability to listen to and respect the
feellngs and ideas of others by his acceptance and working
with persons of differing abilities in small group activities.

5.

The learner will participate in various creative activities and
demonstrate his abilities by developing panels, plays, art
projects, music projects, si.mul.ation games, and other activities.
These projects shall be evaluated by the team teachers, the
etudent ( s ) involved, peers, and if applicable the music and/or
a.rt teachers.

6.

The learner must show that he has successfull.7 understood the ..in
concept at the conclusion of each unit by answering 75% of the
questions on an objective exam as well as write the answers to
five essay questions. At least two of the esea;y questions shall
allow for the student to develop a hypo thesis or his own which
shall not be graded on content. ( eg) "What would happen if . . " ?
The other three questions will require a correct answer and
offer the student an opportunity to justify his answer. (eg)
"From the following list of ten item.s select the five which are
most important and tell w� you have chosen them. 112
A

Comparison of the IQ Scores of the Control
Test Groupe

and

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the cctnparison.s of
IQ scores and of achievement scores.

were two pa.rte
subject.

to

In the area of social science there

the Metropolitan Achievement Testa which evaluated this

They are reported here

in

two parts.

The first

to

be considered

is the part of the test called Social Science Stud;r Skills, and the
second part of the teat is called Social Science Inform.ation.

In
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the following e0111parisontJ the experimental group will be referred to
as group

T and

the control group

u

group C.

A comparison of the Lorge-Thorndike IQ scores of the two groups
shows that intellectually the two groups are very nearly the same.
Table V shows that there were only eleven fttudents in group C with
an IQ below 100, only one of which was below 78.

In group T thirteen

students had IQ scores below 100, three of which were belaw 78.
both

groups

the

lowest

score

earned

was 66.

In

Group C had 35 students

with IQ• s from 100 to 132 while group T had 33 students with IQ • a
from 100 to 132.

This table shows that students in both groups

were

about the same according to the scores they made on intelligence tests.
Group

T had an

than two

average IQ

score of 106 and the group C average

was

less

points higher with an average of 107. 8.
Table VI
A Comparison of I Q Scores
Control Group

Average IQ
Range

107.8

lo6

66-132

66-132

Total Number of
Students

46

Students with !Q's
115 and above

18

Students with
100-114

17

IQ•s

Test Group

19

Students with IQ' s
78-99

10

10

Students with IQ' s
below 78

l

3

Table

VI

ehows that group T had nineteen students scoring above 115,

and group C had eighteen studenta scoring above
both groups ranged from ! Q ' s of
group T, with an IQ of

115

115

132.

to

or above,

These scores in

115.

TwelTe of the students in

showed an increa�e on both of their

achievement tests, while only eleven of the eighteen group C students
There seems

increased their scores on both of the achievel'M9nt tests.

to be no significant difference in the two groups when it is shown that
thirty of the forty-six group C students made a gain while thirty-three
of the fifty-one group T students .also gained.

Table VII
A Comparison of Students Who Showed a Gain or
Lose on Both Achievement Tests
Test Group

Control Group
gained

Total Students
Students with

lost

Total Students

gained

lost

18

11

3

19

17

12

3

19

Studenta with
IQ • s frc:.i 66-99

11

7

2

13

7

2

Total Students

46

30

8

51

33

9

IQ ' s fran

115-132

Students with
! Q ' s froin

100-114

12

4

A. Comparison of Social Science Stu� Skills
The expected gain on this test waa from
to

6.8

in early May or a gain of

.8

years.

average scores made on this test by group

7 . 32 in

May or a gain of

an increase from
of

.9

6. 37

to

6.0

in late September

According to Table VII the

C

1 . 32

years.

7.51

or a gain of

were

6. O

in Septembe.r and

At the same time group T showed

years was to be expected on the test,

1 . 14

years.

Since a gain

it must be said that both

groups did show above average achievement.
The control group' s gain from grade level to almost five months

3
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above their grade level at the end of the year ie excellent.

.Al.so

the experi.Jrlental group 1 s gain frOll al.most four monthe aboYe grade
level to seven months above grade level is also quite commendable.
Since both groups �.a.de c<>1nparable gains in achievement,

it would be

difficult to draw al'\Y meaningful conclusions regarding the benefi� of
either method of teaching over the other.

Table VIII
Pre-Test Scores, Post-Test Scores,

and Change in Social

Science Stud,T Skille

Pre-Test Score

Group

(Se;etember )

c
T

,

Expected Grade Level

Post-Test Scoree

(May)

'Differences

6. o

7. 32

+l. 32

6. 37

7 . 51

+1. 14

6 . oo

6 . 80

+

•

8

Table II shows that the number of group C students who were at or
above grade level in September increased

16% by �.

Group T,

however,

increased the total number of students at or above grade level by

12%.

Even though group C made a slightly greater increase, it should be
pointed out that in September group C had

11%

fewer students at or above

grade level than did group T, and b;1 May they had
or above grade level .

7%

fewer students at

This table shows that both groups made good

progress during the school year, and neither method of teaching seemed

to be si gnificantly better for the purpose o! teaching social science
study skills.
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Table II
Percent of Students at or Above Grade Level on the Test of Social
Science Study Skills
Percent at or Above Grade Level
(Se:etember�
���

Group

Grou2' s Increaae

c

42%

58%

16%

T

53%

65%

12%

According to Table X ,

65%

ot �l students in the control
of the

group showed a gain of at least one month, at the

SaJ!le

experimental group showed a gain in achievement.

Fifty percent of group

C gained eight months or JftOre, and

months.

Only

17%

12%

of group T gained eight or more

- ,who did show a gain,

Of the control group

17%

remained

of the experimental �oup showed no gain or loss.

This table also shows that

'"'.: ....

71%

of group C 1 s scores showed a decrease and only 18%

of group T lost ground on the test.
the sane and only

57%

tilfte

1S%

by comparing studente in both grou'!)9

of all of the students in group C showed

a

�ain

of less than tt.e expecttd eight months, a.nd 14% of the students in
group T gained less than eight months.

The control group had

of its students gaining frCITl eight to sixteen months, while
the experilllental group gained eight to sixteen months.

15%

2o%

Finally

of

35%

of the control group gained from seventeen months to seventy nonths ,
and

J8%

of the experimental group showed a gain of

17

to 54 months.

I

The students in both groups showed very favorable gains.

From

the results of this portion of the test it appears that neither teaching
method seemed to be significantly better for teaching social science
study skills.
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Table
A

I

Co11parison of

Test

Group

ot

Students• Aehievemnt on the
Social Science Study Skills
Gain of 8 or
More J111n
10 ths

Gain

-

Gain o! lees
than 8 months

No gain
or 101s

IDS8 ill

achieve11ent

c

65%

5o%

15%

17%

17%

T

n%

57%

14�

12%

18%

A Comparison of Social Science Information
According
and

to

Table

XI,

test scores indicated that both group C

group T were above the expected grade level on both the pre and

post-tests.

the pre-test the control group scored al.JDost one J110nth

On

above the expected grade level and the experimental group
JDOntha above the

Th.en

expected grade level.

on

scored fiTe

the post-test group

C acored four monthe above the expected grade level, while the postteat

group T were seven months above grade level.

score1 ot

The

control

group had gained about one year and one month while the experimental
group had gained a little over one year.
made by both groupe wae well
MmiY" both

groups

above

the

Once

amount

again the gain actually
ot

gain expected, and by

were well above the expected grade level of 6.8.
Table

II

Pre-Test Scores, Post-Test Scores, and Change in Scores
Made on the Tes� for Social Science Information
Pre-Test Score
(September)

Group

Poet-Test

(May)

Score

Difterence

c

6.1

7.2

+l.l

T

6. 5

7.,

+1.0

6.o

6.8

.8

Expected Grade Lenl
Table

III

information the
o! teaching.

leads
team

.ls can

one to believe

that in the area ot social aoienee

teaching program may have been the better method
be seen by this table, by May group T had increased
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the llUlllber of students who had made

a

gain on the tests bf

10%

4�.

In

while the rrumber of group C students increased by only
September group T ha�
group c.

71-

more students at or above r.rade level than

By May group T had

13%

more students at or above grade

level than group C had.

Table XII
Percent of Students at or Above Grade Level on the Test of
Social Scienc� Information

Group

Percent at or Above Grade Level
(September

)

(May)

c

5o%

54%

T

57%

67%

Table XIII indicates that
post-test, and

79%

8o%

Percent Increase
+

+lo%

of group C had made a gain on their

of the students in group T na� a gain in their

achievement. · The control group had only

47%

of its students increaning

their scores the expected eight months or more.
however, had

61%

The experimental group,

of its students increasing their scores at least the

expected eight months .
no

4%

There were

gain or loss, as compared to

table also shows that

34%

8%

12%

of the group C pupils who made

of the experimental group.

This

of all the students in group C gained less

than the expe cted eight months, while group T had only
scoring gains of less than eight months.

17%

of its stud�nt8

Since more students in

group T made gaiM equal to or greater than the expe cted eight months,
it appears that the team teaching program was
social science information to these students .

a

better way of teaching

)O

Table XIII
A Comparison of Students ' Achievement on the Teat or Social
Science Information

Group

Gain

Gain of 8 or
more montrus

Gain of lee>s
than 8 months

No Gain
or lose

lose in
AchieTeaent

c

8o%

47%

34%

8%

11%

T

79%

62%

17%

12%

9%

Jl

sumi&lT
The team teaching program offered improvement in the planning,
preparation, grouping, and better use of materials which permitted

and encouraged teachers to organize and work together in a more
cooperative manner.

However, both approaches had very similar resulta

and no significant conclusions can be drawn from this study.
Since neither group had an advantage intellectu�lly,

and

the average scorP-s of both groups �ere at leaet up to grade level in
both social science stuc\Y skills and social science information,
it might be said that both groups began the year on an even basis.

An analysis of the data does not shov that one program had an advantage
over

the other.
In the canparisons m&de of the scores in the area ot social

science study skills it was found that both groups gained more than
the expected eight months.
gained

1 . 32

Group T gained

1.14

years while group

C

Comparable gains were made in the munber of

years.

students above grade level, a
increase of group T.

16%

incre8.8e by group C to a

The only conclU8ion one

might draw

12%

from the

CCllli
lp&r &ons of this test is that in the area of social science study
skills neither teaching method was significantly better.

However,

it rust be noted that the control group did appear to do better than
the students in the experimental group.

might be

The lower gain of group T

due to the !act that there was mre group work and less work

on drill and textbook centered study which was the type of work done
in group c.

Aleo

the pre and

poet-teetB

were based on facts gained

from the more conventional approach to teaching.

Comparing the

te8t scores made in the area ot social science information,

the students
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in group T appeared to have done slightly better than their counterparts
in group c.

In this area the students who had experienced the team

teaching program had significantly more students abOYe the expected
grade level by May, and had significantly more students who made
gain of the expected eight or more months.

a

These students probably

did better on this test beca\USe it did test for skills such &s research,
group work, creativity, evaluating, &nal.ysing and int�rpreting data
which were stressed more in the �am teaching program.
It is poseible that these etudents at the sixth grade level
were not ready for the freedom and responsibilities given them in the
team teaching approach that was used.

However , if they were exposed

to the same approach for another school year the gains on both tests
might have been significantly higher.

A follow up or

a

two or three

year study might be DK>re beneficial in comparing these two distinctly
different methods of teaching.

CHAPl'ER V
SONCUJSIONS AND RECCMMEN DATIONS
Conclusion.a
The three program8 attempted during the

1970-71 school year

were beneficial to the school district because they encouraged
teachers to attempt new and challenging activities.

Even though th e

programs did not achieve everything they attempted, they did cause
improvements to be made, and they did develop a new spirit of co
operation among students and faculty.
The Art Creativity Program permitted mal'.\Y students to achieve
recognition that had never been given them before.

These students

were able to plan and make a finished product which was accepted and
displayed in a positive way by t.he teacher.

Students learned

that being creative can be rewarding ae well as sati sfying.

Thie

program indicated that all students h.ave a talent of some type which when
found and developed improved the student ' s self-concept.

It also found

that in order for this program to be succes sful the teacher had to
recognize that students with creative talents may not be talented
artistically or intellectually .

It was found that more often than

not a student with creative talent was the

same

student who was a

discipline problem in other classes.
The value of the Art Creativity Program lies in the fact that
some students were successful only in this program.

Some of these

students had failed in all other areas of their daily school routine, but
were able to find a way to meaningfully achieve success in this program.
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For this reason the program will be continued and broadened so that
110re etudents will have an opportunity to find an avenue to success.
The Individualized Reading Program was probably the most
successful of the three programa reported in this paper.

Although

both groups were very similar as they began the year, the results
unquestionably showed that the test group had definitely improved much
more than the control group.

The individualized program gave students

a greater variety of experiences. and materials.

It was nuch more flexible,

and students were given a greater opportunity for success.

Students

in the individualized program were able to read materials at their

own

level of comprehension and were given more individual attention than
the students in the control group.
The Individualized Reading Programs are being used by more
U,achers in this school district durin� the present school year.

Because

of the results of this study, this school district feels that a
combination of one or two individualized reading pro�rAms as well

as

the

use of a basic reading text will help 11\0re students in grades three
through six improve their reading skills than dependence on one method
of teaching reading.
The Team Teaching Program offered opportunity for teachers
and students to do more "quality" work on an individual basis.
The scores of the testing made during this program indicated that
students in the team teaching experience � have done better in the
area of social science information than did students in the control
group.

However, the opposite was found to be true in the area or

social science study skills, for in this area the control group
seemed to be the better group.

Teachers working with the test

group could plan units cooperatively,

select areas thP.y liked to

teach, and work with students in large or small groups.
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A further attempt at team teaching was tried during this
school year and similar results are being found.

Therefore , it

seems that in this school district the te&Jrt teaching approach is not
a satisfactory method for teaching students below the junior high leYel .

Recommendation.a
In this school district there is a need for the �pe of learning
activity that the Art Creativity Program of.fers to students .

Therefore,

the following recol11l\endations should be carried out.

1.

The Art Creativity Program should be expanded to involve more

student s .

This can b e done by changing the program to include teachers

and students in other subject areas.

2.

There should be plans developed by the teachers and administration

to screen all pupils in the district for the purpose of locating,
age,

at an early

those students with creative talents .

3.

There should annually b e a continuing evaluation of the pro11Tam.

The merits and the failures of the program should be noted and improv�ments
made.

4.

Teachers,

students,

and parents should play a part in the

evaluation.
The Individualized Reading Program definitely seems to have its
advantages for use in this school district

The following suggestions

are being made for the further implementation• of individualized reading.
1.

Further comparisons of the conventional textbook centered

program versus indivi dualized reading should be carried out at all intermediate
and junior high grade levels.

2.

The individualized approach to reading should b e used for

at lea.et three-fourths of the year in grades four through eight.

).

A atuctr should be made i n the primary grades to find

)6

out if it might be advisable to use various approaches to the teaching
of rear..i � at an earlier age.

4.

The future selection of reading textbooks should consider their

a.daptibility to the individualization of reading.

5.
S.R.A.

More indivi dualized programs such as the Scholastic and
programs used in this study" should be purchased for use at all

intermediate grade levels .

Because the Team Teaching Pr?gram was the least successful of
those attempted,

the f ollawing recommendations are being made.

1.

The program should be discontinued in the elementary grades.

2.

Students should be kept i n the self-contained classroom where

they have one teacher with whom they can identify.

FOOTNOTES
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Program Objectives
A.

Long h.ange ( three year ) Ubjectivee

1.

After three years we will have implemented prcgraJ'll3 for
gifted children in grades one through eight whi c h will
permit students to progress at a rate equal to their abilities.

2.

After thr ee years we will have implemented a prograJn of team
teaching in social studies and language arts in grades

six through eight.

This

P!ogram will

stress individuali�ed

instruction, large and small group-work, and ind� pendent

3.

st�dy.

After three years we will have implemented a program which
identifies and recognizes creative talents in art and music.

4.

After three years we will have implemented a program which
permits students who are academically talented to progress
at their own rate or achievement t hrou gh an individualized
reading program in grades one through five.

5.

After t hree years we will have initiated a program of indeN·ndent
studir in science for talented students in grades six through
eight.

B.

Short-range

1.

one year

) Objectives

After one year we will have initiated "trial" programs in
individualized reading .
t.eam

2.

teaching

( grade

( grades

six ) ,

one,

three, and four ) , in

and in ereativity

\ art).

After one year we will have held inservice training workshops
for teachers in grades one through five dealing with the
individualizing of reading and for teachers in grades six
through eight dealing with team teaching.

3.

A.fter one year we will have identified the academically
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talented and creatively talented students we

will be

using in

our programs.

4.

After one year we will have designed an indivj •iualized reading
program for ?,rades one through five.

5.

After one year we will have designed an independent stu<tr
prograrn for sixth grade science, a program of te.m teaching
in social sciences for grades seven and eight, and a program to
identify and develop the t�lents of students with creative
abilities in art and music.

Identification
A.

Definition- Most children are gifted.

It should be the purpose

of the school to discover the talent or talents that each child
has and help him to fully appreciate and use those talent s ,

It ia

important to recognize that children �ith an ability to create or
invent need not have academic or leadership talents .

Children

should be recognised for their abilities, not their lack of the�.

B.

Students 'Will be selected by using the following :
l.

For social studies grouping and identification;
Achieve11ent Tests,

Metropolitan

Lorge-Thorndike IQ 1 s, teacher made tests

and checklists.

2.

For individualized reading;
S.R.A.

Metropolitan Achifo·V�ment Tests,

placement, Weekly-Reader Readihg Test,

teacher made

checklist.

J.

For art ( creativity ) ;

Torrance Test ot Creative abilities and

teacher made checklist.
Not e s

For purposes of selecting talented students their test
should indicate at least one year above the grade level
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in the area they are tested for, and/or they should
indicate a high lev�l of competence on teacher· made
checkiists.

Program Description

A.

long Range

1.

First year programs will be u:s e d to encourage other teachers to
adopt similar programs for their classes.

Students and the

program �ill be evaluated and a comparison made of students of
equal ability in other rooms.

This evaluation

wi.11

periodi<' ·1lly

be shared with other faculty members.

2.

The second year will broaden the prograJn.S by introducing them
to more students and making additional changes and other addttions
based on evaluat�ons of the previous yea.r ' s program.

It is

hoped that by the third year we wi l l have adopted a program
for individualized readi ng in grades one through five,

teal'I

teaching in grades six through <>ight in language arts and
social sciences,
science,

3.

independent study in six through eight

and creativity in junior high art and rusic.

Teachers involved in the program will be f'· iven the opportunity
to visit on-going programs.

!hey will be given released time

for preparation, and needed materials will be purchased for
their use.

Teachers not yet in the pi-ogram will be informed of

the progress made .
B.

Short Range Goals

1.

Team Teaching-- This program directly involves two teacher�
sixth grade at McEndree School.

of

They are using the new Harcourt,

Brace and J avonovich social science text.

Students are to be

.·•

grouped according to ability ar 1/or permitted to work independently

first on text material,

then after satisfactory mastery of this

material are pennitted to do independent investigations and
At the

projects which pertain to their unit of study.
conclusion of each unit of study

the teachers will evaluate the
��cessary

progres s of t.he student and the merits of the program.
chang�s will be made throughout the year.

2.

Individualized reading-- Thie program involves one first grade
class at Seminary School .and two fourth grade classes at McEndree
School.

Students will be tested for reading abi 1 i ty and : '1 acerl

in a program of reading which will permit them to read materials
and to advance at their

own

level of competence.

The first

grade will be experimenting with the DISTAR approach to
individualized reading and thP. fourth grades will use

SRA

and another individualized program which is to be selected
in November.
).

Creativity-- This program will involve seventh and eighth &rade
students in art classes.

Creative tests based on Torrence

Creative Tests will be used to measure the students '
of creativity at different times of the year.

levels

After a pre-

test on creativity, s tudents will complete exercises that are
given to develop different qualities of creativity.
program will be correlated with other subject areas.

The
Students

can apply what they have learned in their history, music,

civics ,

and Engl ish classes when they try to create soluti ons to creative
activities .

After students complete a post-creative test,

they

will participate in a teacher-student evaluati on of these crPative
activities and the student ' s progress.

